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Abstract–This paper considers how space missions that fly through the plumes known, or
suspected, to erupt naturally from some icy ocean worlds (IOW), such as Enceladus, or that
aim to intercept icy ejecta from impact cratering processes on such bodies can sample the
water and ice within the plumes. The mechanics of how grains (either in the plumes or the
ejecta) would interact with a passing spacecraft (i.e., impact speeds, shock pressures, etc.)
are introduced. The impact speeds are estimated and vary with both the mass of the IOW
and the orbital parameters of a space mission. This can lead to large differences in impact
speeds (and hence collection methods) at bodies such as Enceladus and Europa. The
implications of these different impact speeds (a few hundred m s�1 to several km s�1, and
even greater than 10 km s�1) for the collection of organic materials from the plumes are
shown to be significant.

INTRODUCTION: ICY OCEAN WORLDS

Previous Missions

The icy satellites of the outer planets are bodies of
increasing interest to planetary science. Following the
break-through work of the Galileo mission at Europa,
several of the satellites of Jupiter and Saturn (Figure 1)
are now known/suspected to have global oceans of liquid
water underneath their icy exteriors, with a solid core in
the center of the body, for example, Europa (e.g., Carr
et al., 1998; Jia et al., 2018; Khurana et al., 1998;
Kivelson et al., 2000; Pappalardo et al., 1999; Sparks
et al., 2016; Zimmer et al., 2000), Ganymede (e.g.,
Kivelson et al., 2002), Callisto (e.g., Khurana et al., 1998;
Zimmer et al., 2000), Enceladus (Čadek et al., 2016;
Hemingway et al., 2018; Iess et al., 2014; Nimmo et al.,
2007; Postberg et al., 2008, 2009; Schenk et al., 2018;
Thomas et al., 2016; Waite et al., 2006), and Titan
(e.g., Béghin et al., 2012; Hemingway et al., 2013; Lorenz
et al., 2008).

Furthermore, as pointed out by many (e.g., Hendrix
et al., 2019), there are also other bodies that may contain
significant volumes of internal liquid water, including
Triton (a Moon of Neptune). The combined quantities of
water for these bodies are likely more than 50× that on
Earth (Hall, 2015), with Europa, Ganymede, and Callisto
each likely to contain more liquid water than the Earth’s
oceans. However, by far the dominant location of liquid
water may be Titan, whose liquid water content might
dwarf that of Earth. However, details of the interior of
Titan are still uncertain, so estimates of the water content
are not well constrained (e.g., see Soderlund et al., 2020,
for a discussion). Thus, precise measurements of the
quantities of liquid water in these bodies require a more
detailed knowledge of their interior structure and
properties, as well as those of the other possible water-
rich bodies such as Pluto, the Saturnian moon Dione, and
the Uranian moons, where knowledge is so sparse we can
currently only speculate.

The various methods leading to the deduction of an
internal water layer with a solid core (i.e., moment of
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inertia, magnetic induction, geodesy, surface features, etc.)
are summarized in a review by Nimmo and Pappalardo
(2016). In addition to the bodies around Jupiter and
Saturn, as stated, it is also possible that other bodies such
as the Neptunian satellite Triton (e.g., Gaeman et al., 2012;
Hussmann et al., 2006) and the minor body Pluto (e.g.,
Bierson et al., 2020; Nimmo et al., 2016) may also have
similar tri-layered structures (Figure 2). Furthermore, other
bodies may also contain significant amounts of liquid
water in their interior. For example, Ceres is now thought
to contain sufficient brine-rich water in its interior that, in
some respects, it is now more akin to an icy satellite
than an asteroid (e.g., for a review, see Castillo-Rogez
et al., 2020).

This tri-layered structure is not only of interest in its
own right, but the presence of liquid water also makes
these bodies of particular interest for astrobiology. The
liquid water in the oceans, with benign temperatures and
pressures, plus potential sources of heat and chemicals at
putative hydrothermal vents on the ocean floor/surface of
the interior core (e.g., Hsu et al., 2015; Lowell &
DuBose, 2005), provide the flux of energy and the bio-
essential elements needed for a potentially viable habitat
(e.g., see Hand et al., 2020; Vance et al., 2007).

Although, as indicated, there are several measurements
indicating the presence of the internal oceans on each of
Ganymede, Callisto, Europa, Enceladus, and Titan, the
internal structures of the various icy ocean worlds (IOWs)
are still not well constrained, and, for example, the NASA
Roadmap to Ocean Worlds (Hendrix et al., 2019) lists
the determination of the thickness of the ice shells and
depths of the internal oceans as a major objective (e.g., see
Hemingway et al., 2018, for a review of the estimates of ice
shell thickness at Enceladus and Hemingway & Mittal,
2019, for a more recent, up-dated estimate of the thickness).

The overall size and density of each of the main candidate
worlds are, however, known and shown in Figure 1.

There are thus several distinct drivers for research
into the IOWs. While their surfaces have been imaged, a
more detailed study is needed along with the
measurements of their interiors. Addressing this
requires scientific investigation on not just a wide
variety of size scales and variety of depths below the
surface of the bodies, but also via the bringing
together of multiple disciplines (planetology, chemistry,
mineralogy, biology, etc.).

The outer planets have had relatively few visits by
space missions: The grand tour Voyager missions
(Voyager I to Jupiter and Saturn and then exited the
solar system, and Voyager II, which flew past Jupiter,
Saturn, Neptune, and Uranus and then also exited the
solar system), the Galileo and the current Juno missions
(to Jupiter), the Cassini mission (to Saturn), and the New
Horizons mission (to Pluto and Kuiper Belt). Given that
Neptune and Uranus have only been visited once (via a
flyby), the inventory of IOWs and their properties should
be considered incomplete, and the amount of liquid water
in the outer solar system will in future undoubtedly be
revised significantly upwards. For example, the recent
Decadal Survey, 2023–2032 (National Academies of
Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine, 2022), placed a
Uranus mission as the highest priority for a new
Flagship-class mission. Such a mission to an ice giant like

FIGURE 2. Schematic of the tri-layered structure of an icy
ocean world. A solid central core (rocky here) has a water
layer above it with an ice layer above that at the surface. At
each of the internal boundaries, there may be a thinner mixed
layer (e.g., water mixed with porous rock above the core and
soft/slushy ice mixed with water beneath the surface ice). The
core/water boundary may be crossed by a hot hydrothermal
vent, or similar, releasing mineral-rich hot liquids/gases into
the ocean. Similarly, the surface ice may be breached by
plumes, which ejecta water into space above the body.

FIGURE 1. Sizes and densities of potential icy ocean worlds,
compared to the Earth (image source: NASA).
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Uranus would undoubtedly greatly extend our knowledge
of the planet’s satellites and their interiors, including any
water content.

As well as discovering and characterizing the various
IOWs, one previous mission (Cassini) has already sampled
the water they contain. This was possible because, in the
case of Enceladus, it was discovered that plumes of water
erupt from vents in the icy surface (e.g., Hansen
et al., 2006; Porco et al., 2006; Waite et al., 2006). The
mechanism behind these plumes is discussed, for example,
in Goldstein et al. (2018), and Spencer et al. (2018). As well
as vapor, the plumes also contained discrete dust grains,
which triggered the Cassini High Rate Dust Detector
(Spahn et al., 2006). Fortunately, the Cassini spacecraft
also carried a Cosmic Dust Analyzer (CDA), which used
impact ionization of sub-micron and micron-sized grains to
determine the composition of particles it encountered
(Srama et al., 2004). During flybys of Enceladus, which
took Cassini through the plumes, CDA revealed not only
that the plumes contained ice grains and various salts and
minerals (e.g., Hillier et al., 2007; Postberg et al., 2008,
2009, 2011), but also that there were both low and high
mass organics present within the plumes (Khawaja
et al., 2019; Postberg et al., 2018 respectively), as well as
sodium phosphates (Postberg et al., 2023).

Present and Future Missions

A wide range of space mission types (flybys, orbiters,
or landers) can potentially study any target body. Sub-
classes of missions are also possible. For example, in the
case of landers, it can be a soft lander on the surface or a
penetrometer that reaches down up to 10 m under the
surface. Future missions to IOWs will thus include a
combination of flybys, orbiters, and landers to better
characterize these bodies.

One such currently active mission is NASA’s Juno
mission to Jupiter, which arrived at Jupiter in 2016.
Although primarily a mission to study Jupiter itself, the
spacecraft also made a flyby of Ganymede in June 2021,
passing within 1000 km, and a closer flyby of Europa in
September 2022, at an altitude of 352 km. The data from
these flybys has provided high-resolution images of the
surfaces and will allow us to probe the near subsurface
with microwave radar.

The next NASA mission to Jupiter, the Europa
Clipper mission, will study Europa in detail.
Europa Clipper is projected to launch in October 2024 and
arrive at Jupiter in April 2030. It will orbit Jupiter (rather
than Europa itself) and make repeated low altitude passes
around Europa. The mission, however, shows the
difficulties in planning a detailed visit to a distant body, in
that while plumes from the interior are suspected and have
been reported (Sparks et al., 2016), they are not confirmed,

and even if present may be sporadic or weak. A detailed
characterization of Europa is therefore the mission goal,
which will include details of the interior ocean, but the
Europa Clipper is not a life-detection mission per se. It
does, however, carry a dust impact ionization detector,
SUDA (Goode et al., 2023; Kempf et al., 2014), which
could observe plume contents if present, but which will
primarily observe dust particles knocked off the European
surface by micrometeorite impacts. Given that these ejecta
are mostly low speed, the encounter speed with the Europa
Clipper will be determined by the spacecraft motion past
Europa, with a typical speed of a few km s�1. This impact
speed is just inside the impact ionization regime, and likely
to provide signals from large organic molecular fragments
from the dust grains, although speeds of 4–6 km s�1 are
recommended for best results for organic materials in ice
(see Klenner et al., 2020 and discussion below in Sub-
Micrometre Particles section).

The ESA Juice mission to Jupiter (launched in April
2023 and due to arrive at Jupiter in 2031) will not only
orbit Jupiter but will also focus on the IOWs Europa,
Ganymede, and Callisto (Grasset et al., 2013). Indeed, it
is planned to enter orbit around Ganymede in 2034,
becoming the first spacecraft to orbit an IOW. The initial
orbit at Ganymede will be highly elliptical
(200 × 10,000 km), but this will then be adjusted to a
circular orbit at initially 5000 km and subsequently lower
altitude (e.g., 500 km). Its instrument payload includes
precision gravity field measurement and radar (for near-
surface studies of the icy satellites up to 9 km in depth), as
well as surface mapping and composition-determining
instruments.

For future missions to an already studied IOW such
as Enceladus, where plumes are confirmed and fairly well
characterized physically, other options exist, including
collecting material from the plume (see, for example,
mission proposals by MacKenzie et al., 2021; Mitri
et al., 2018; Mousis et al., 2022; Reh et al., 2016). When
considering sample collection from the plume, it should
also be acknowledged that, as well as passing through the
plume, a separate lander can access the collected material
that has fallen from the plume over time (a process that
can concentrate the plume material). Landers, however,
add complexity to any mission and increase the planetary
protection issues (see below). Nevertheless, the Enceladus
Orbilander concept was recommended by the National
Academies Decadal Strategy for Planetary Science and
Astrobiology 2023–2032 as the second highest new
Flagship mission priority (National Academies of
Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine, 2022). Such a
mission would start with a 1½ year orbital mission of
Enceladus (collecting plume samples and characterizing
the surface), followed by a landing and a subsequent
2 year surface science mission. It would deploy a variety
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of instruments to try to answer a wide range of scientific
questions regarding Enceladus (see MacKenzie
et al., 2021, 2022).

For IOWs, missions are, however, made more
complicated by their status as potential habitats for life,
that is, planetary protection protocols (PPP) apply (see
COSPAR, 2021). These cover not only the risk to the
Earth from returned samples potentially introducing
alien material here, but also the hazard to the original
environment from any material potentially introduced by
the mission. The perceived risk increases, and the
complexity and restrictions are accordingly imposed, as
the categories progress from I to V. Not all the IOWs are
in the same PPP category in the COSPAR scheme.
Callisto, Ganymede, Titan, Pluto, and Triton are all
possible category II (although a self-declaration of this is
deemed insufficient and must be accompanied by a risk
analysis). Missions to Enceladus and Europa are category
III for flybys and orbiters, and category IV for landers.
Earth return missions are category V. Even within the
general categories III, IV, and V, the special status of
Enceladus and Europa means they are subject to specific
extra discussion (section 10 within the PPP). A full future
exploration program would envisage multiple visits to
each IOW, and general techniques to study icy satellites
and their internal oceans are summarized in Taubner
et al. (2020), for example. Clearly, given the cost and
duration of individual missions, this will be a multi-
decade activity involving several generations of planetary
scientists. Decisions on priorities therefore have to be
made, and an early one (akin to the Mars post-Viking
era) is simply as to whether a mission should have
astrobiology as its focus or general environmental
characterization. The issue is, however, different to Mars,
in that, while in both cases there is no obvious sign of life,
on the IOWs there is abundant liquid water. Further, in
the case of Enceladus, there is clear evidence from Cassini
CDA data that the ocean contains complex organic
molecules.

The level of detail needed to characterize the interior
of an IOW sufficiently to confirm the presence of an
interior ocean and to find the thickness of the surface ice
and liquid water layers may well require not just flybys
while in orbit around the parent planet, but also orbiting
the IOW itself at low altitude. So far, the only planetary
satellite to be orbited by a spacecraft is the Earth’s moon,
but the ESA JUICE mission in the 2030s will not only
initially orbit Jupiter but, as already stated, later in its
mission will enter orbit around Ganymede (Grasset
et al., 2013). The JUICE mission profile includes lengthy
periods in circular orbits at low altitude to help map
details of the body with greatest resolution, with no area
preferred for special treatment. However, at Enceladus,
the plumes are clearly a site of special interest, and the

proposed NASA Enceladus Orbilander mission (MacKenzie
et al., 2021) therefore proposes to use elliptical orbits of that
body, allowing very low altitude passes at periapsis through
the plumes. It is also possible (as already stated) that the
continual impact flux on the surface can produce ejecta,
which, for impacts on organic-rich ices, can contain
detectable organic material (e.g., Burchell, Bowden, et al.,
2014), which could be sampled by a passing spacecraft.
Similarly, heavy ion bombardment of the icy surfaces could
liberate (via sputtering) intact organic molecules, which
could again be sampled by a passing spacecraft (e.g., Anders
et al., 2020; Johnson & Sundqvist, 2018).

Given that the water inside Enceladus is accessible
via its plumes, the potential for plumes at other IOWs
also arises. There is also some evidence that Europa
possibly has plumes that are taken as arising from an
internal ocean (e.g., Jia et al., 2018; Roth et al., 2014;
Sparks et al., 2016), although it has also been suggested
that any plumes at Europa may arise from eruptions
from trapped, subsurface lakes within the ice surface
layer (see Lesage et al., 2022, and references therein).
Indeed, the first plumes on an icy body were observed at
Triton by Voyager II (Soderblom et al., 1990). It is not
clear if the plumes at Triton originate from an internal
ocean, or, are (near-)surface phenomena driven by solar
radiance; however, renewed interest in their origin (e.g.,
Hofgartner et al., 2022) has led to calls for a new mission
to the Neptunian system. In all cases, the attraction is
that any water can be sampled by flying through the
plumes, greatly simplifying mission planning and
complexity, and reducing the risks of contamination of
the surface ice or internal ocean. Some planetary
protection risks do still arise, if the spacecraft (an orbiter
or a single/multiple fly past mission) were to lose control
and impact the surface, there is still a risk of
contamination, particularly if it were to strike a vent at
the base of a plume. Nevertheless, it is possible to
reasonably plan outbound missions to bodies such as
the IOWs, both in terms of cost and planetary
protection, including examples relating to Enceladus
(e.g., MacKenzie et al., 2021, 2022; Mitri et al., 2018; Reh
et al., 2016) and Europa (e.g., Hand et al., 2017).
Furthermore, as well as selecting a target body, the
question then becomes, what sort of mission?

Flying through a plume, and in effect tasting the
water drop by drop during the passage, is an effective
way to collect data, without the need for a lander. If we
ignore the issues of how to characterize the target body
itself (e.g., surface ice layer thickness, core size and
composition, etc., which is a multi-scale and multi-
disciplinary problem), the key questions are how does
one sample a plume, and what might you find? This
raises, in turn, the question of how the sampling method
might influence the results of any subsequent analysis.
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In the rest of this paper, we focus on the possibility of
sampling the water in the plumes rising above the
surfaces of some of these bodies, with an emphasis on
the physical and technical challenges involved in such
sampling.

PLUME SAMPLING APPROACHES

There are several ways to fly through a plume emitted
from an IOW—by flying past the target body or by
orbiting it (see Figure 3). The fly past option could
involve a single flyby of an isolated icy body (e.g., New
Horizons at Pluto; see Stern et al., 2015) or, if it were a
Moon, a flyby of its parent planet observing the IOW’s
along the way (e.g., as in the cases of Voyagers I and II).
Equally, for Moons, multiple flybys are possible if the
spacecraft were in orbit around the parent planet (Galileo
and Juno at Jupiter, and Cassini at Saturn). In all cases,
the flyby speed of the IOW will be high. A single flyby
while heading past into deep space will be at high speed
(e.g., �10 and 16 km s�1 for Voyager II at Jupiter and
Saturn, respectively, and �14 km s�1 for New Horizons
at Pluto, Stern et al., 2018). Flybys, while in a planetary
orbit, will depend on the particular mission profile and
can vary from flyby to flyby, even for the same target
body (e.g., Cassini at Enceladus had encounter speeds in
the range of approximately 6–18 km s�1; see Lorenz &
Burk, 2018). With appropriate mission planning, it might
be possible to lower the Enceladus flyby speed to
�3 km s�1 (Tsou et al., 2012).

As well as the three options to fly through the plume,
as already stated, a fourth mission scenario exists to
sample plume material, namely a lander. This could access
the collected material that has fallen from the plume over
time (a process that can concentrate the plume material).
However, much of the material of interest will be sensitive
to radiation damage and environmental effects, so simply
scooping it off the surface may not be sufficient.
Conveniently, fresh material will continually rain down
from the plume for immediate collection. Such collection
involves landing underneath the plume so that the plume
material falls continually as a shower of frozen material
onto the lander. This “snow” of material is still relatively
fresh (having ascended and then descended again) and
arrives as a continual flux. The material will include the
full size range of ejected material, whereas an orbiter or
flyby will be limited by what size material reaches the
altitude at which collection occurs (see later discussion).
However, depending on the dynamics of the plume, there
may well be size-sorting effects in the distribution of the
material as it lands, so the location of such a lander
relative to the source of the plume would be important.
The “collection speed” would be determined by the in-fall
speed of the material, which, in the absence of any

appreciable atmosphere or retarding forces, would be
determined by local gravity and the altitude at which
descent starts. Descent of a particle from 1 (or 10) km, for
example, would lead to speeds of order 15 (and 47) m s�1

at Enceladus and 51 (and 162)m s�1 on Europa. The peak
altitude is determined by the emission speed at the base of
the vent (assuming no further acceleration) and can be
correlated with particle size. These effects were simulated
for Enceladus, for example, by Southworth et al. (2019),
which found that in some regions on the Enceladan
surface, the influx rate can reach up to 0.1–1mmyear�1. It
is thus no surprise that it has been estimated that, over a
given period, such a lander might well yield a significantly
greater flux of plume material than that available via
orbital collection, increasing the amount of collected
material by several orders of magnitude compared to an
orbiter or flyby mission (e.g., see Porco et al., 2017). There
would, however, be significant PPP implications for such a
mission. Further, if a mission solely comprised a lander, it
would not be able to characterize the whole body, so it
would likely be part of a multi-mission architecture or a
single mission combining an orbiter and a lander, such as
the NASA Enceladus Orbilander concept (see Enceladus
Orbilander, 2021; MacKenzie et al., 2021, 2022).

Orbital Speeds

Orbiting the target body itself produces a speed and
period that depend on both the individual IOW and the
altitude of the orbit. For illustrative purposes, we
assume an unpowered, gravitationally bound, circular or
elliptical orbit (actual orbits will depend on the particular

FIGURE 3. Schematic of orbital scenarios to visit an icy
ocean world. A flyby of the parent body is one option
(e.g., Voyager missions on their Grand Tour). Orbiting the
planet and making a number of near flybys of the target
satellite is a second option (e.g., Galileo or Cassini). Orbiting
the target satellite itself is a third option.

Icy ocean worlds 5



mission profile and may well be highly elliptical). The
true orbits will be perturbed by the presence of the large
mass of the parent planet, requiring the solution of a
three-body calculation, but the simple two-body
calculation is used to provide an indication of the
magnitude of speeds in the range of altitudes of interest
(e.g., see Fantino et al., 2020). In the case of Enceladus,
the combination of the large mass of the parent body and
the low mass of Enceladus can lead to large orbital
perturbations (e.g., Massarweh & Cappuccio, 2020;
Russel & Lara, 2009), which will, in some mission
scenarios, require active control on each orbit (e.g.,
Enceladus Orbilander, 2021).

In Figures 4 and 5, the resultant orbital speeds and
periods are shown versus altitude for the main candidate
IOWs. The speeds (Figure 4a) fall into three groups
depending on IOW mass (see Figure 1): (i) At Enceladus,
the speed is approximately 0.1–0.2 km s�1, (ii) at Triton,
it is around 1 km s�1 and is just below 1.5 km s�1 at
Europa, and (iii) for the more massive Callisto, Titan,
and Ganymede, it is 1.5–2 km s�1.

If elliptical orbits are used (as likely in reality, to
permit low altitude passes through a suspected plume
region, combined with extended coverage of the whole
body during the rest of the orbit to permit characterization
of the whole surface), the spacecraft speed will vary
around the orbit. Here, the key speed is that which occurs
during the transit of the plume. This would occur at
periapsis, which would be low (given the inverse
correlation of particle number in the plume with altitude)
to maximize the capture efficiency of the plume contents.
If we assume an altitude at apoapsis of 1000 km (a typical
value for Enceladus mission planning, for example), then
at periapsis, the increase in spacecraft speed relative to that
for a circular orbit at the same altitude is shown in
Figure 4b. It can be seen that for most IOWs, the increase
in speed is modest, even at low periapsis altitudes. In the
worst case (Enceladus), even with the altitude at periapsis
well below 100 km, the increase in impact speed will only
be of order 35%–40%. These results change slightly with
the choice of apoapsis within a reasonable range, but the
general result stays the same, the impact speeds at
periapsis (i.e., when plume sampling will occur) are
roughly as for a circular orbit at that altitude.

This variation in spacecraft speed with the
different IOWs and choice of orbit has consequences
for mission planning, as the different speed regimes
imply different shock pressures during impacts between
the spacecraft and the discrete components of the
plume. Note, in particular, that impact speeds in excess
of a few km s�1 are often termed hypervelocity and
involve shock pressures in the 10–100 s of GPa range
for solid materials. Such impacts have significant
consequences for materials concerned, involving

fracturing, heating, melting, partial vaporization,
etc. Collecting macroscopic samples in such impacts and
understanding their nature is a specialist discipline.
Further, if low orbital speeds occur (e.g., as at Enceladus),
although the impacts will not be hypervelocity, the motion
of the material in the plume itself cannot be ignored and
may make a significant contribution to the total impact
speed and impact direction on the exposed spacecraft
surface. While dust grain speeds in a plume will be lower
than the gas speeds (estimated at up to 1 km s�1), they may
not be totally negligible for the low orbital speeds at
Enceladus, for example, Degruyter and Manga (2011)
estimate that large plume particles at Enceladus travel at
up to 200m s�1, that is, comparable to the spacecraft
speed.

FIGURE 4. (a) Orbital speed versus altitude for circular
orbits around the main candidate, icy ocean worlds. Orbital
speeds are lowest at Enceladus due to its low mass. An earlier
version of this figure (for just Enceladus and Europa) appears
as fig. 4 in Traspas and Burchell (2021). (b) Correction factors
adjusting the speed in (a) to give speed at periapsis, assuming
an elliptical orbit with a periapsis altitude equal to the altitude
in a circular orbit and an apoapsis altitude of 1000 km.
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Orbital Periods and Flux

The frequency of collection on an orbiting spacecraft
depends on the period, and the total flux collected
depends on the number of passages through the plume
during the orbiting phase of the mission (again, period-
dependent). The orbital periods (again assuming circular
orbits for convenience) are thus shown in Figure 5a. It
can be shown (see Appendix 1) that at low altitudes
(or low to moderate altitudes for large parent bodies), the
period for a gravitationally bound circular orbit around a
body converges to a value given by √[3π/Gρ]. For worlds
with similar densities, such as Ganymede, Callisto, Titan,
and Triton, where the average of the various bulk
densities is 1927 kg m�3, this gives an orbital period of

8563 s, or 143 min. Hence, the curves for these IOWs in
Figure 5a cluster together. That, at negligible altitude,
Enceladus (9365 s) and Europa (6849 s) have
greater/smaller periods in Figure 5a, reflects their
lower/greater bulk densities shown in Figure 1
(illustrating the inverse dependence on density). The steep
increase in period with altitude exhibited at Enceladus is
a consequence of the small mass of that body. Similarly,
the intermediate sizes of Europa and Triton mean that
the orbital periods around these bodies rise faster with
increasing altitude than they do for larger bodies such as
Ganymede, Callisto, and Titan.

Orbital periods for non-circular orbits will depend on
the nature of the orbit, with longer periods associated
with larger semi-major axes. The increase in orbital
period at the IOWs for elliptical orbits with an altitude at
apoapsis of 1000 km versus circular orbits at a given
periapsis altitude is shown in Figure 5b. In all cases,
except Enceladus, the increase in orbital period is modest,
even at low values of the periapsis altitude. Different
choices of the apoapsis will alter the results slightly. At
Enceladus, for example, halo orbits have been proposed
for the Enceladus Orbilander (Enceladus Orbilander,
2021; MacKenzie et al., 2021, 2022; Orbilander, 2021)
with periapsis altitude lower than 50 km and apoapsis
altitude up to 1000 km, with an associated orbital period
of around 12 h.

The captured flux from any mission is the
combination of the flux intercepted in a single pass
through the plume and the total number of passes. If the
altitude of the pass changes, or the path through
the plume, the orientation of the spacecraft, etc., then the
intercepted flux from pass to pass through the plume can
vary. Indeed, if the plume activity is not constant and
uniform, the collected flux will again vary with each
passage.

There are several models of plume contents versus
altitude at Enceladus. For example, Tsou et al., 2012
(also see references therein) estimate that 150–350 kg s�1

is emitted in the Enceladan plumes. Note, however, that
this total mass rate includes both vapor and dust grains.
Based on analysis of Cassini data, Hansen et al. (2020)
estimate that the rate of emission of water molecules is
300 kg s�1, with an annual variation of <15%. Guzman
et al. (2019) estimate that the dust content alone is
emitted at a rate of 16 kg s�1. This material spreads out as
the plume rises, and at 80 km altitude, it is estimated by
Tsou et al. (2012) to yield 1 ice grain per m3. Such a low
concentration has consequences in mission planning (e.g.,
MacKenzie et al., 2021; Mitri et al., 2018; Reh et al.,
2016). Of the various possible encounter methods
(Figure 3), a flyby of the parent planet permits only one
opportunity for sampling. Even the method of orbiting
the parent planet and occasionally passing close to the

FIGURE 5. (a) Orbital period versus altitude for circular
orbits. The periods are greatest at Enceladus due to its low
density; they also rise fastest with altitude at Enceladus due to
its small radius. (b) Correction factors for the periods in (a)
assuming an elliptical orbit with a periapsis altitude equal to
the altitude in a circular orbit and an apoapsis altitude of
1000 km.
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target IOW offers only limited collection opportunities.
For example, the Enceladan mission proposed by Tsou
et al. (2012), only had 3–4 Enceladan flybys during an 8-
month Saturnian system tour. A multi-year sojourn in the
Saturnian system would increase the number of flyby
opportunities, but there would also be other mission
objectives competing for orbital trajectories past various
other Saturnian satellites. By contrast, a temporary low
altitude circular orbit of Enceladus would sample the
plume typically every 11,000 s, that is, approximately
once every 3 h (see Figure 5a), although it should be
noted that Saturnian perturbations preclude a stable
circular orbit at Enceladus (e.g., see Massarweh &
Cappuccio, 2020).

The altitude of an encounter is critical and will need
to be different at different bodies due to their different
masses influencing the local escape velocity (e.g.,
0.239 km s�1 for Enceladus vs. 2.025 km s�1 for Europa;
see Southworth et al., 2015). At Europa, for example,
Lorenz (2016) estimated that while 20 μm-sized objects
could be lifted to the plume top at 200 km, larger 2 mm
objects would be restricted to altitudes of just 2 km, with
a total plume particle flux of 1.5 × 10�8 kg m�3 at 10 km
altitude. By contrast, Southworth et al. (2015), indicate
that the largest size grain that would be encountered at
low altitude in a plume at Europa would be <90 μm, with
grain size reducing to 30 μm at 15 km altitude. This size
sorting of material with altitude within a plume will be
just as critical as the number flux in determining how
much material will be collected for analysis. The size
difference between 20 μm and 2mm implies a million
times difference in mass, for example.

The width of a plume at a given altitude is also
important in determining the collected mass. If we
assume the spacecraft transits a near-vertical plume at
normal incidence, the lateral spread of the plume will
determine what fraction of the material lofted to that
altitude will be collected. In his model, Lorenz (2016)
assumed an Europan plume with a base vent up to 12 m
in radius. The opening angle of the plume then
determines its width versus altitude. By assuming an
opening half angle of 30°, the width of the plume at any
altitude is only just greater than the sum of the altitude
and vent width. More collimated plumes can be assumed,
however, as perhaps is the case at Enceladus. At
Enceladus, Guzman et al. (2019) predict that with an
active collector area of 1 m2, a single passage through a
plume at an altitude of 20–60 km, will collect some
1500 μg of material.

Various models can be used to predict the possible
organic and microbial contents of an Enceladan plume.
For example, Porco et al. (2017) predict that it is possible
that a single plume passage at 50 km altitude could collect
about 100 cells with a collector area of 0.04 m2. However,

as stated, not all plume models predict large grains of
interest at significant altitudes. For example, Kotlarz
et al. (2020) predict that, in their model for Enceladus,
2 μm-sized microorganisms would be lofted to, at most,
just 1 km altitude. The difference compared to other
models lays in the assumptions concerning the initial
velocity of the grains, driven by gas pressure (i.e.,
Guzman et al., 2019) or equating thermal and kinetic
energies (Kotlarz et al., 2020).

Peak Pressures

Impact-induced shock pressures in materials can be
calculated using the planar impact approximation (PIA;
e.g., Ahrens & Johnson, 1995; Melosh, 2013), and values
versus impact speed are given in Figure 6 for a range of
materials impacting aluminum (a typical material used as
a target). In Figure 6, we use impactors of ice, polymethyl
methacrylate (PMMA, as a proxy for complex organic
material), and olivine (as a typical mineral). We have
previously used PMMA as a standard proxy for low-
density organic materials in hypervelocity impact
experiments (e.g., Burchell & Armes, 2011), and are
currently developing a range of other organic projectiles,
for example polystyrene (Burchell & Harriss, 2020),
anthracene (Chan et al., 2021), and phenanthrene (Chan
et al., 2023), to widen the study of such materials in
impact studies.

The PIA is based upon equating shock pressures in
the projectile and target materials. These are found by
solving the shock Hugoniot relations in both materials,
assuming a linear wave speed relationship between shock
speed (U ) and particle speed (u), holds in each. This is of
the form U=C+ Su. Thus, solving the PIA requires the
linear wave speed coefficients (C and S ) for each material
in the impact (projectile and target), and the values used
here are given in Table 1 (along with the projectile and
target densities, which are also required). The C and S
values depend on shock speed, and at the lower end of
the impact speed range considered here, values may differ
slightly from those given. However, varying these
parameters for olivine, for example, changes the peak
shock pressure by at most 10% at the lowest speeds.

Looking at Figure 6, it can be seen that in general, at
speeds just below 1 km s�1, impacts on solid surfaces
produce peak shock pressures around or below 1GPa for
low-density impactors, and of a few GPa for olivine. The
peak shock pressure then rises with increasing impact
speed, and at 5 km s�1, it approaches 10 GPa for low-
density impactors and some 60 GPa for olivine. At
10 km s�1, peak pressures are around 100 GPa for the
low-density impactors, and are already several hundred
GPa for olivine. To understand how typical these values
are, Burchell and Kearsley (2009) calculated peak
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pressures for a range of minerals (anorthosite, augite,
basalt, dunite, olivine, and spinel) impacting aluminum at
a range of impact speeds. The increase in peak pressure
with impact speed was similar to that found here. Also, at
2 km s�1, peak shock pressures ranged from 12 to 18 GPa
(i.e., �20% around the mean value of 15 GPa).

The peak shock pressure also changes (albeit more
modestly) if the target material is altered. For example,
using a variety of targets in place of aluminum, such as
gold, indium, silver, and copper, only changed the
calculated shock pressure for impacts of ice at 1.5 km s�1

by �0.35 GPa around a mean value of 3.8 GPa, that is,
�9% (see Traspas & Burchell, 2021). Similarly, at
2 km s�1, impacts of an organic such as PMMA on the
same range of target materials generate peak shock
pressures ranging from 8.5 to 11.3 GPa (i.e., �14%); see
New et al. (2020). Thus, a scale can be set for impact

shock pressures at relevant speeds, and can be seen to be
more dependent on impactor type (lowest for ice,
intermediate for organics, and highest for minerals) than
target material.

IMPACT SHOCK-INDUCED CHANGES TO

IMPACTORS

These shock pressures have consequences for the
collection of plume material by a passing spacecraft.
Material response changes dramatically over these impact
speed/pressure ranges. In low-speed impacts (below a few
hundred m s�1), projectiles may rebound from a
solid target. As speed (and shock pressure) increases,
projectiles become embedded in the target as solid lumps.
Between 0.5 and 1 km s�1, the projectiles start to break
up during the impact and leave smaller fragments in the
crater, which now forms in the target. Above a few
km s�1, the projectile fragments are heated during the
impact process, and form melt, lining the impact crater.
At higher speeds, increasing amounts of the impactor are
vaporized and lost from the impact site.

Sub-Micrometer Particles

Two projectile size regimes can be considered, above
and below a few micrometers. For impactors a few
micrometers or less in size, impact speeds of a few km s�1

or above are sufficient to vaporize a significant amount of
the impactor. As well as being in a vapor, some of the
material is also ionized, forming a so-called “impact
plasma” at the impact site. If an electric field is applied,
the charge can be separated and measured on collectors.
Such impact ionization detectors (with metal targets)
have long being used in space to measure the flux of <μm
particles along with their mass (which is a function of
the ionization signal and impact speed). However, if the
electric field above the target is strong (accelerating
the ions away from the target), followed by a longer
region of low field in which the accelerated ions
effectively drift to the collector, then a time-of-flight mass
spectrometer can be built to determine the m/z values of
the ions in the plasma. This is the principle of the CDA
detector on Cassini (Srama et al., 2004).

However, there are significant impact speed effects in
the creation of the impact plasmas. It has long been noted
that the total charge recorded in impact ionization
experiments depends on mαvβ (impactor mass m and
speed v), where α� 1 but β ranges from around 3–5 for
different metal projectiles impacting metal targets
(Burchell et al., 1999; Dalmann et al., 1977). Of interest
here is that Burchell et al. (1996) showed that this was
also true for metal projectiles impacting ice targets (as an
analog for ice particles striking a metal target), and

FIGURE 6. Peak shock pressures for ice, PMMA, and olivine
impacting aluminum at a range of speeds (normal incidence is
assumed). Pressures were calculated using the planar impact
approximation with coefficients from Table 1. The fits shown
use pressure P in GPa and impact speed v in km s�1.

TABLE 1. Values required for use in the planar impact
approximation (PIA). C and S are the coefficients in the
linear wave speed relation of each material, and ρ is the
density.

Material
Density
(kg m�3)

C
(m s�1) S Reference

Aluminum 2750 5300 1.37 Melosh (2013)
Ice 915 1317 1.526 Melosh (2013)
PMMA 1186 2766 1.365 Jordan

et al. (2016)

Olivine 3246 6000 0.88 Ahrens and
Johnson (1995)

Molybdenum 10,208 5140 1.25 Ahrens and

Johnson (1995)
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Goldsworthy et al. (2002, 2003) showed that this also
applied to mineral and organic projectiles striking metal
targets.

This speed dependence also influences the time-of-
flight mass spectra arising from such impacts, as noted by
Drapatz and Michel (1974), Dalmann et al. (1977), Kissel
and Krueger (1987), and Ratcliff et al. (1997), and shown
for mineral and organic impactors by, for example,
Goldsworthy et al. (2002, 2003), Srama et al. (2009),
Burchell and Armes (2011), Mellado et al. (2011), Hillier
et al. (2012, 2014), and Fiege et al. (2014). At speeds of a
few km s�1, ionization and some bond scission occur,
leaving large mass fragments with more peaks in the mass
spectra appearing by about 5 km s�1. As speed increases
above �10 km s�1, more and more bonds break, with
more detailed lower mass fragments emerging. Finally,
above 20 or 25 km s�1 or so, the spectra show stronger
elemental lines as the energy released into the projectile is
sufficient to break most bonds. It is, however, possible to
distinguish different organics from each other, even at
modest speed (e.g., Burchell & Armes, 2011; Klenner
et al., 2020). This is reviewed for organic impactors in
Fielding et al. (2015).

Although it has long been shown that impacts on ice
can produce impact ionization (e.g., Burchell et al., 1996),
traditionally, it has been difficult to electrostatically
accelerate small ice grains themselves. However, recently it
has shown that it is possible to charge and accelerate
(doped) 800 nm water ice grains at speeds up to 4.2 km s�1

(Burke et al., 2023). It is thus now possible to start directly
studying in the laboratory water ice impact ionization
spectra. Higher speeds are still needed, however, to see
how the spectra evolve versus impact speed. What has
been shown already by Burke et al. (2023) is that, for ice
impacts on multi-channel ion plate targets at 2 km s�1,
there are no ionization mass spectra detected. However, at
2.7 km s�1, a series of proton-water clusters are visible in
impact ionization spectra, and the higher mass peaks
disappear as impact speeds increase to 4.2 km s�1.
Furthermore, at 3 km s�1, mass spectra can be obtained
for amino acids added to the ice projectiles. This suggests a
critical energy density is reached just above 2 km s�1,
which may be crucial for low encounter speed missions.
For higher speeds (e.g., flybys), the way the characteristic
amino acid mass spectra evolve with impact speed still
remains to be elucidated.

Meanwhile, it is possible to use pulsed laser
irradiation of doped liquid water to simulate impact
ionization. This is shown, for example, by Klenner
et al. (2019), who obtained mass spectra highly dependent
on equivalent impact speed. Subsequently, Klenner
et al. (2020) found that with an understanding of the
dissociation chemistry of the organics in the presence of
salts, it was possible to identify amino acids and fatty

acids in the mass spectra (with differences noted in the
cation and anion spectra, indicating that impact
ionization detectors on spacecraft should be able to
operate in both modes). How to understand the
biosignatures in such mass spectra is also discussed, for
example, in Jaramillo-Botero et al. (2021).

Care should be taken when using the PIA to find
peak pressures for impacts involving particles below a μm
in scale. This is because, although the PIA is supposed to
be scale independent, some of the physical properties of
materials change at high strain rates. For example, for
some materials, strength properties change drastically (by
many orders of magnitude) as strain rates exceed some
105 s�1 (Price, Kearsley, et al., 2013). Further, for very
small particles, in-homogeneities, grain boundaries, etc.,
in the target metals can influence the outcomes of impact
events. We therefore report the various thresholds above
in terms of impact speed only, not pressure. This only
emphasizes the need for experiments such as those by
Burke et al. (2023).

The data from such impact ionization detectors
therefore has to be carefully considered in terms of the
impact speed and the chemistry of the impactor (which
determine which bonds will preferentially break in a given
impact). Nevertheless, current such detectors have high
m/z resolution and can reveal the underlying chemistry of
a wide range of organic impactors, provided the impact
speed is above a few km s�1.

Particles Larger than a Micrometer

For particles larger than a micrometer or so, the
larger sizes mean that the classic sequence versus impact
speed of rebound, sticking, and cratering (with initially
projectile fragments embedded in the crater and then
impact melt lining the crater) can be used to provide
macroscopic samples for detailed analysis. The various
thresholds for the transitions between these regimes
are gradual rather than abrupt step functions. The
sequence depends on the shock pressures, the elevated
temperatures generated during the impact, and how soft
the target is. The temperatures required for melting and
vaporization also depend on the composition of the
impactor.

This sequence of damage versus impact speed (shock
pressure) was reported, for example, for soda lime glass
impacting aluminum by Wozniakiewicz et al. (2018), who
found that at 1 km s�1 (4 GPa), impactor rebound
occurred. From 2 to 3 km s�1 (9–19 GPa), the projectile
itself can be found in the crater, but with increasing
fracturing at the higher speeds. Above 4 km s�1 (36 GPa),
the impact crater is lined with melt, in which some
fragments of partially melted projectile can be seen.
Finally, above 6 km s�1 (61 GPa), only melt is seen in the
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crater. Similarly, for salts impacting aluminum Fisher
et al. (2021) (see Table 2 therein) reported finding
impactor rebound at <0.5 km s�1 (<2.8 GPa), the
appearance of impactor fragments in the craters at 0.5 to
1 km s�1 (2.8–6 GPa), signs of partial melting of
fragments at 1–2 km s�1 (6–13.8 GPa), partial fragments
in melt in some craters at 2–3 km s�1 (13.8–23 GPa), and
at >5 km s�1 (> 47.3 GPa) no fragments but extensive
impact melting lining the craters. It should be noted that
these results were from the impactors of a single
composition. There is some evidence (Wozniakiewicz
et al., 2012) that at 6 km s�1, composite material
impactors can behave differently to those of single grains,
with more extensive melting occurring.

In general, there have been extensive studies of the
collection of minerals in impact residues at speeds of up
to 5 or 6 km s�1 (driven, for example, by the NASA
Stardust sample return mission to comet Wild 2, for
example, Burchell, Foster, et al., 2008; Burchell &
Kearsley, 2009; Kearsley et al., 2007; Wozniakiewicz
et al., 2012, 2014). However, there are relatively fewer
studies of the fate of organics in impacts. One
complication of trying to capture organic-rich materials is
that impacts can drive increasing complexity via shock-
induced chemistry. It has long been known that impacts
can produce more complex molecules from simpler
precursors (e.g., Bar-Nun et al., 1970; Blank et al., 2001;
Peterson et al., 1997; Sugahara & Mimura, 2015;
Takeuchi et al., 2020). Of particular interest here is that,
it has previously been shown that impacts involving ices
can drive chemistry (e.g., Bowden et al., 2009; Nna-
Mvondo et al., 2008; Singh et al., 2022). Indeed, it has
also been shown that amino acids can be produced in
impacts onto ices (Martins et al., 2013). During collection
from a plume, the reverse occurs, namely the ice strikes a
target (rather than having impacts onto ice as in most
experiments to date), but similar chemical processes
should occur. This may well complicate flagging the
origin of any organic molecules with the pre-impact
source in that high-speed/high-pressure impacts may

destroy or increase the chemical complexity present in the
impacting material.

Careful calibration studies of such processes are thus
required. For example, New et al. (2021) evaluated the
survival of organic biomarkers in impacts on metals by
firing ice particles (2–10 μm size range, doped with
various organics) in the laboratory at metal targets. They
used a light gas gun to achieve a speed range of 0.8–
3 km s�1, and found that the intact collection efficiency of
these biomarkers varied with impact speed. Other
methods of accelerating ice particles are also available,
including Miller et al. (2022), who used electrospray
technology to produce charged frozen droplets of water
(size range 0.1–10 μm), which were then accelerated in a
linear accelerator to speeds in the range 20–900 m s�1.
They reported that, as found for other projectiles, ice
particles rebound from targets at the lowest speeds, with
sticking becoming dominant at intermediate speeds, and
fragmentation becoming dominant at the higher speeds.
Speeds above 1 km s�1 can be achieved in such
accelerators if more stages are added. This has been done
(see Burke et al., 2023, and the discussion above in Sub-
Micrometre Particles Section), but so far only for 800 nm
particles and impact ionization studies.

As it is, at low speeds, Miller et al. (2022) reported
that for ice microparticles impacting molybdenum, 100%
rebound at impacts speeds up to 75 m s�1, and the
fraction that rebound falls to around zero at around
450 m s�1. Above 75 m s�1, intact (but possibly plastically
deformed) particles start sticking to the target, with 80%
sticking at speeds of around 200 m s�1, falling to less than
20% at 900 m s�1 as fragmentation increasingly occurs
instead. From around 125 m s�1, particle fragmentation
appears (with some material possibly sticking to the
target while the rest rebounds), rising steadily to become
the dominant outcome above around 750 m s�1. Using
the PIA for ice impacting molybdenum (see Table 1 for
relevant coefficients), these speeds correspond to shock
pressures as given in Table 2. For ice at higher speeds,
Kieffer and Simonds (1980; also see table 3.3 in

TABLE 2. Shock pressures thresholds various outcomes of impacts of ice (rebound, sticking, fragmentation,
melting, and vaporization), with associated impact speeds for different target materials. These are for particles
greater than a few μm in size.

Pressure (GPa) Mo target: Speed (km s�1)
Al target: Speed
(km s�1)

Lower Upper Lower Upper Lower Upper

Rebound 0.096 0.788 0.075 0.450 0.196 0.677

Sticking 0.287 2.07 0.200 (80%) 0.900 (20%) 0.374 1.20
Fragmentation 0.168 1.58 0.125 0.750 0.273 1.02
Melting 3 10 1.15 2.46 1.49 3.02

Vaporization 26 100 4.35 9.46 5.29 11.7
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Melosh, 1989), report that in impacts there is the onset of
melting at 3 GPa, with complete melting at 10 GPa, and
the onset of vaporization at 26 GPa, with complete
vaporization at 100 GPa. For impacts of ice on
aluminum, these pressures correspond to onset and
complete melting at 1.5 and 3 km s�1, and onset
and complete vaporization at 5 and 10.5 km s�1. These
thresholds are summarized in Table 2 and shown
graphically in Figure 7.

Implications for Plume Sampling Missions

Based on the above, the ability of a space mission to
collect materials from a plume depends heavily on the
encounter speed, combined with the nature of

the impacting material and the target surface. Further
complications arise if the energy released in the impact
drives chemical synthesis. And, if looking for life itself,
the influence of impact shock on the organisms also needs
to be considered, with additional critical pressure
thresholds for the survival of living material in impacts.
Seeds (tobacco, alfalfa, and cress), for example, have
been found to fail to germinate after impacts at 1–
3 km s�1, involving peak shock pressures of 0.24–2.4 GPa
(Jerling et al., 2008). In the lower-speed impacts in Jerling
et al. (2008), there was evidence of seeds starting to break
apart, but the largest fragments were still similar in size to
the original seeds. In the higher-speed shots, the size of
the largest fragment after an impact had fallen to
typically less than half the size of the original seeds, so
although not viable, significant fractions remained intact.
Later studies showed that germination rates for cress fell
to 25% at 0.3 GPa and to 0% above 0.8 GPa (Leighs
et al., 2013), compatible with the earlier work.

The survival of spores and microorganisms in high-
speed impact events has also been investigated. Burchell
et al. (2000) and Burchell, Shrine, et al. (2001) showed
evidence that bacteria (Rhodococcus erythropolis) on a
projectile could survive after impacts onto rock at
5 km s�1. This was then quantified in a later paper, which
showed that at 5 km s�1, spores could impact agar with a
survival rate of �10�7 (Burchell, Mann, et al., 2001). Via
a non-impact method (i.e., explosive-driven shock),
Horneck et al. (2001) showed that spores could survive
shocks at 38 GPa with a survival rate of �10�4. This was
then followed by several papers that looked at survival
over shock pressure ranges up to 80 GPa (e.g., Burchell
et al., 2004; Burchell, 2007; Horneck et al., 2008; Price,
Solscheid, et al., 2013). They showed that survival rates
for bacteria and spores fall slowly to around 1% up to
shock pressures around a few GPa, and then fall more
steeply as shock pressure increases. At sub-μm scales, we
note that for Cassini CDA at Enceladus, distinctive
fragmentation peaks for complex organic materials do
not appear in mass spectra below impact speeds of
�5 km s�1, suggesting this is a critical value (Postberg
et al., 2018), although the new laboratory data from
Burke et al. (2023) suggest that the lower limit may be in
the range 3–4 km s�1.

If one wishes to be even more speculative, one can
consider how more sophisticated organisms can survive
shock impact. Tardigrades are a model organism widely
considered for survival in space (e.g., see Lantin
et al., 2022 for a discussion). These are hardy organisms,
typically around 100 μm in size (but can be larger), which
can survive a wide range of environmental stresses
(radiation, vacuum, etc.) and can be frozen and
successfully defrosted. Although freshwater organisms
(whereas the oceans on the IOWs are salt-rich), if they are

FIGURE 7. Fate under impact of a typical ice/mineral/metal
impactor of greater than a few μm in size on a generic solid
metal target. The various thresholds are dependent on the
composition of both impactor and target. Here the thresholds
are given in terms of (a) impact speed at normal incidence and
(b) shock pressure (see Table 1).
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taken as a proxy for hardy organisms in general, then in a
frozen state we can imagine them ejected in plumes from
an IOW. Their survival in impact events has been studied
by Traspas and Burchell (2021), who showed that they
could be recovered and revived after impacts up to
around 0.8–0.9 km s�1 with associated shock pressures of
0.9–1.1 GPa. This suggests that an orbiter at Enceladus
might well be able to collect such organisms in a viable
state, but not orbiters around other IOWs (see Figures 4a
and 5).

Alternatively, one can search for macroscopic
remnants of life, for example, fossilized structures. If these
were carried in frozen droplets in the plumes of an IOW,
we can ask if they would be detectable after an impact on a
passing spacecraft. This has been considered
experimentally for diatoms and foraminifera (see Burchell,
McDermott, et al., 2014; Burchell et al., 2017). It was
found that, when embedded in ice projectiles (and the
foraminifera were also suspended in water during shots),
recognizable fossilized diatom and foraminifer structures
survived in impacts at speeds up to 6 km s�1 (pressures of
20GPa). This effect was size-dependent, with above about
4 km s�1 (10 GPa) the size of the surviving fragments
falling below 100 μm. While intact examples over a wide
size range were found at lower speeds, any whole, intact
examples found in the experiments at the higher speeds
and shock pressures were below this size. However, small
fragments of larger structures were found at even the
highest speeds/pressures. This suggests that recognizable
fossilized structures can still be collected if ejected in a
plume, but only at small sizes if impact speeds are in the
km s�1 regime with peak shock pressures of >10GPa.

Low-Density Collectors

An alternative to collection from plumes via impacts
onto normal-density materials is via impacts into layers
of thin foils or onto low-density foams or aerogels. All
these in effect involve porous targets, with either micro-
porosity in the foams and aerogels or macro-porosity
between the layers in thin-film targets (see Wozniakiewicz
et al., 2021, for a recent review of capture cell
technology). Considering the thin foil collectors first, an
early example of such a capture cell was the micro-
abrasion foil experiment by McDonnell et al. (1984). This
used two foil layers, with the first to disrupt the impactor
and the second to collect the material. It was flown on the
STS-3 Space Shuttle mission in 1984 and obtained
evidence of four high-speed impacts, which were analyzed
post-flight. The technique is thus valid and can provide
impact-disrupted residues on the various layers, which
can then be analyzed.

Aerogel, by contrast, is a low-density, micro-porous
medium that particles tunnel into on impact, experiencing

significantly lower shock pressures than when impacting a
normal-density solid (see Burchell et al., 2006, for
a discussion of aerogel composition and a review of the
use of aerogel as a dust capture medium in space
missions). For example, Trigo-Rodrı́guez et al. (2009)
showed that in aerogel with density 20kg m�3, peak shock
pressures were of order 0.05 GPa for impacts at 1 km s�1,
rising to �1 GPa at 6 km s�1. Thus, depending on aerogel
density and particle composition, projectiles larger than a
few μm in size can be captured nearly intact even at
impact speeds up to 6 km s�1 (e.g., Burchell, Fairey,
et al., 2008), and for sub-μm particles, Postberg
et al. (2014) have shown that intact capture can occur up
to 10 km s�1. Of relevance here is that it has been shown
that ice grains can leave tracks in aerogel, similar to
mineral, metal, or organic grains (e.g., see Yano
et al., 1999 or Burchell et al., 2011).

Probably the best known example of dust capture in
aerogel was by the NASA Stardust mission, which
collected both cometary (Brownlee et al., 2006; Burchell,
Foster, et al., 2008) and interstellar dust samples
(Westphal et al., 2014) at 1.5 AU for analysis. A more
recent example is as part of the Tanpopo experiments
mounted on the outside of the International Space
Station, which collected cosmic dust in low Earth orbit
(Yamagishi et al., 2021).

When using aerogel in the outer solar system, the
ambient temperature might be considered an issue, but it
has been shown that the material properties of aerogel
are stable over a wide temperature range, that is, 175–
600 K (Burchell, Fairey, et al., 2009), so capture should
be unaffected. For the Stardust mission, for example, the
emphasis was on the mineral content of the dust. But at
Enceladus, the organic content will be of great interest,
and several issues will arise. The first is that elevated
temperatures are produced during capture, which can
lead to both surface ablation and processing of the
impactor (e.g., Burchell, Foster, et al., 2009). The second
issue is that the strength of the particle determines the
nature of the capture process in the aerogel. Weak
particles, including at least some organic particles,
effectively explode during impact, producing very
bulbous tracks with no large captured grain; instead, a
multitude of small fragments line the cavity wall (Nixon
et al., 2012). Finally, the manufacturing process for
common aerogels (i.e., SiO2 aerogel) involves heavy use
of organic materials, not all of which are removed during
processing, and this can lead to significant organic
content of the aerogel itself, which can vary from batch to
batch even with the same manufacturing process (see
Tsou et al., 2003). However, despite these caveats, it has
been shown that microparticles laden with PAHs, for
example, can be captured in aerogel at 5.5 km s�1, and
mass spectroscopy (with an instrument designed for use
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on a space mission) can detect their original organic
content (Jones et al., 2015). Also, when analyzed on
Earth, the NASA Stardust mission aerogel samples were
shown to have collected glycine from material freshly
ejected from comet 81P/Wild-2 (Elsila et al., 2009),
although detailed isotopic analysis was required to rule
out terrestrial contamination.

Orientation of Collector

Even if capture of plume material is in theory feasible
at an IOW, the orientation of the collector with respect to
the direction of impact is also critical. If the dominant
term in the combined spacecraft-plume velocity vector
arises from the spacecraft motion, then the passage of the
spacecraft through the plume and the orientation of
the collector surfaces determine the effective impact
direction. However, as already pointed out, for low
orbital speeds, such as at Enceladus, the dust grain
motion in the plume can be equally significant. This point
is important. The impact velocity is a vector quantity,
and it is the effective speed at normal incidence that
controls peak pressure, for example. Typically, it is taken
that an off-normal incidence impact reduces the peak
pressure experienced by the impactor by sinθ, where θ is
the angle from the target surface (see Pierazzo &
Melosh, 2000 for a review). Thus, an inclination of 45° in
the angle of incidence with respect to the collector surface
will reduce the peak shock pressure by 30%. Similarly, a
shallower impact at 30° (which is usually before any
rebound/ricochet effects appear) reduces the peak
pressure by 50%.

An off-normal incidence impact also introduces a
directional effect in any rebound or ricochet of the
impactor. This can be made use of, particularly for low-
speed impacts, where a funnel-shaped collector can
channel dust onto a smaller specialist capture surface or
into a small chamber for collection. This will particularly
apply for an Enceladus orbiter.

SAMPLE ANALYSIS

The choice of mission type (flyby, orbiter, lander)
and collection method are clearly linked; however, it is
also heavily dependent on the information sought and
analysis methods required. For example, in high-speed
flybys or orbits of the IOW, chemical data can be
obtained for micron to sub-micron plume particles that
vaporize, permitting the application of impact ionization
mass spectroscopy (e.g., the CDA detector on board the
Cassini mission, Srama et al., 2004, or the SUDA
detector on board the Europa Clipper, Goode et al.,
2023; Kempf et al., 2014). However, identification of all
materials and species present at all plume particle sizes

and all collection speeds requires more careful collection
(e.g., via impacts on metal plates or in low-density
collectors). This in turn leads to more complex and
cumbersome analytical techniques that may ultimately
require samples be returned to Earth (due to the
size/mass constraints of the current technology or
the need for direct human interaction during sample
preparation and analysis). However, return to Earth is
limited by the constraints of mission planning, that is, the
need to escape from the vicinity of Jupiter or Saturn and
return to the inner solar system requires a suitable engine
and propellant, adding significant mass and cost.
Further, as noted earlier, it is also problematic due to the
needs of planetary protection (see Present and Future
Missions section).

Examples of in situ sample analysis of macroscopic
samples collected on spacecraft in space (rather than on
the surface of bodies) do exist. For example, the Rosetta
mission to comet 67P/Churyumov-Gerasimenko
(Glassmeier et al., 2007) orbited the body (collecting
samples at low speed) and deployed a lander. On the
orbiter, a dust impact detector, Giada, was used to
measure the dust flux at the comet, including particle
momentum, impact speed (0.3–35 m s�1), and
particle mass, which ranged from 10�9 to 10�6 kg (Della
Corte et al., 2016; Rotundi et al., 2015). Dust grains were
also physically collected by the COSIMA instrument on
board Rosetta, which was designed to collect dust at
speeds up to 100 m s�1 (Hornung et al., 2014). The
collector surfaces in COSIMA were blocks of
microscopic metal grains (<100 nm), which formed a
porous metal surface, and which helped capture the
incident particles and prevent them rebounding.
COSIMA collected several tens of thousands of grains,
from sizes of a few 10s of μm to mm scale (Merouane
et al., 2016). Analysis was by optical imagery, which
provided size distributions and morphology, followed by
secondary ion beam mass spectrometry (SIMS). The
SIMS data were used to provide m/z spectra for the
grains, which gave the broad mineral content of many
grains (Hilchenbach et al., 2016) and also the organic
content of some grains (Fray et al., 2016), thus showing
that, in general, compositional analysis of individual
collected dust grains is possible in situ on an orbiting
spacecraft. Also on-board was the Micro-Imaging Dust
Analysis System (MIDAS), consisting of an atomic force
microscope capable of 3-D topographical investigation of
collected cometary dust with resolution down to a few
nanometers (e.g., Kim et al., 2023).

Unlike Rosetta, where low-impact speeds left intact
material on the collector surfaces, at higher-impact
speeds, particles may end up lining impact craters as
fragments or residues. This presents particular analysis
difficulties, as the material to be sampled will now be
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inside a crater and not visible at all viewing angles. One
technique to present the material for analysis is to use
metal foils as targets and then press out the crater from
the rear, exposing the residue originally inside the
crater back on the original surface plane of the foil (see
Wozniakiewicz et al., 2018). This then makes the
captured material more readily accessible to the analysis
sampling method.

Other complications exist. In the plume of an IOW,
much of the solid material will be frozen water. Even in a
low-speed impact, to retain the ice grains or their
fragments, you will need a cold surface. Further, in many
possible mission scenarios, the initial passes of the target
IOW may be as flybys during orbits of the parent body,
that is, at high speed, say 3–10 km s�1. If a later orbit of
the IOW itself then follows, lower speeds will be involved
(although for most IOWs they will still be of order 1–
2 km s�1). For Enceladus, the contrast in speeds will be
even greater, meaning that separate systems may
be needed to collect macroscopic impactor material in the
flyby and orbiter parts of any missions.

As suggested by several authors (Low Density
Collectors Section), aerogel collectors can capture semi-
intact grains. However, the extraction of individual
grains on Earth from aerogel samples requires detailed,
high-resolution microscopy combined with delicate
extraction techniques to cut the particle and its track
out of the parent aerogel. This is not currently
possible on a robotic spacecraft. Instead, after imaging
to locate the larger particles, aerogel samples will likely
need to be crushed for a bulk averaged analysis. That
this can be successfully done was shown by Jones
et al. (2015).

Whatever the collection system, one remaining issue
is how often to trigger the particle extraction for analysis.
Should it be on each pass through the plume? Or after
many passes to allow the accumulation of material? In
the former case, if the mission is in orbit around the
IOW, the orbital period becomes crucial. In the latter
case, preserving any icy material for extended periods
is key.

When designing a mission to the IOWs, the mission
type and sampling/analysis methods will thus together
determine the range of questions that can be addressed.
Furthermore, the issue of sample preparation for analysis
is crucial.

CONCLUSIONS

This paper has focused on the bodies where there is
sufficient evidence to support internal oceans. As well as
interest in the physical characterization of these bodies,
they are also of great astrobiological interest due to the
presence of liquid water. It should be no surprise,

therefore, that a wide range of space missions to these
bodies have been proposed or are underway.

Whatever target IOW and mission architecture is
involved, if future missions do indeed aim to collect
material from the plumes (or from impact ejecta) at an
IOW, the issues described here relating to collection
speed, peak shock pressures and the consequent impact
processing of the collected material, will be highly
relevant.
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APPENDIX 1

ORBITAL PERIOD VERSUS ALTITUDE

Consider the simple case of an unpowered,
gravitationally bound circular orbit of a body mass M.
By equating the force due to gravity with that needed for
centripetal motion, we obtain:

v ¼ p
GM=ra½ �, (A1)

where G is the gravitational constant, and ra is the
radius of the orbit. For motion in a circle, the speed
can also be expressed as.

v ¼ 2πra=P, (A2)

where P is the period. Thus we obtain:

P ¼ p
4π2ra

3=GM
� �

: (A3)

We can also write that.

M ¼ 4=3πr3ρ, (A4)

where r is the radius of the body and ρ its mean
density. We thus find.

P ¼ p
3πra

3=Gρr3
� �

: (A5)

If we note that ra= r + a, where a is altitude, we can
write:

P ¼ p
3π=Gρr3
� �� rþ að Þ3
h i

: (A6)

Expanding (r+ a)3 as r3{1+ 3a/r+ 3(a/r)2+ (a/r)3},
allows us to write:

P ¼ p
3π=Gρr3
� �� r3 1þ 3a=rþ 3 a=rð Þ2 þ a=rð Þ3

n oh i
,

(A7)

which simplifies to:

P ¼ p
3π=Gρð Þ 1þ 3a=rþ 3 a=rð Þ2 þ a=rð Þ3

n oh i
: (A8)

We can now consider various limiting cases. In the
case that ρ is the same for all bodies of interest, then
3π/Gρ is effectively a constant, so orbital period only
varies with the ratio a/r to power 1–3.

In addition, if all such bodies were of similar size,
then orbital periods on these worlds are all similar as a
function of altitude.
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We can go further if the altitude a is small compared
to the radius of the body r, then a/r can be neglected, and
P→√[3π/Gρ]. The same result applies if a itself is
vanishingly small or r tends to infinity. In such cases, P
only depends on ρ.

Thus, for bodies of similar density, the orbital
period converges to the same value at very low altitudes,
or at low to moderate altitudes if the body has a large
radius.
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